In our earlier work we have proposed using the declarative language DecSerFlow for modeling, analysis and enactment of processes in autonomous web services. DecSerFlow uses constraints specified with Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) to implicitly define possible executions of a model: any execution that satisfies all constraints is possible. Hence, a finite representation of all possible executions is retrieved as an automaton generated from LTL-based constraints. Standard model checking algorithms for creating Büchi automata from LTL formulas are not applicable because of the requirements posed by the proper execution of DecSerFlow (and LTL-based process engines). On the one hand, LTL handles infinite words where each element of the word can refer to zero or more propositions. On the other hand, each execution of a DecSer-Flow model is a finite sequence of single events. In this paper we adopt an existing approach to finite-word semantics of LTL and propose the modifications of LTL and automata generation algorithm needed to handle occurrences of single events. Besides eliminating errors caused by the 'multiple properties -single events' mismatch, the proposed adjustments also improve the performance of the automata generation algorithms dramatically.
Abstract. In our earlier work we have proposed using the declarative language DecSerFlow for modeling, analysis and enactment of processes in autonomous web services. DecSerFlow uses constraints specified with Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) to implicitly define possible executions of a model: any execution that satisfies all constraints is possible. Hence, a finite representation of all possible executions is retrieved as an automaton generated from LTL-based constraints. Standard model checking algorithms for creating Büchi automata from LTL formulas are not applicable because of the requirements posed by the proper execution of DecSerFlow (and LTL-based process engines). On the one hand, LTL handles infinite words where each element of the word can refer to zero or more propositions. On the other hand, each execution of a DecSer-Flow model is a finite sequence of single events. In this paper we adopt an existing approach to finite-word semantics of LTL and propose the modifications of LTL and automata generation algorithm needed to handle occurrences of single events. Besides eliminating errors caused by the 'multiple properties -single events' mismatch, the proposed adjustments also improve the performance of the automata generation algorithms dramatically.
Introduction
In our previous work [1] we have proposed using DecSerFlow for the specification, verification, monitoring and orchestration (i.e., execution) of web services in the context of business processes. DecSerFlow uses constraints to implicitly specify in which order tasks can be executed. Constraints are rules specified on two levels. First, there is a graphical representation which is similar to other graphical process modeling approaches: tasks are represented as rectangles and constraints as special lines between tasks. Second, Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [5] is used for the formal specification of the semantics of these constraints. The graphical representation of a DecSerFlow model improves the readability of models, while Figure 1 shows an illustrative example of a DecSerFlow model. This model contains tasks A, B and C, and two response constraints. The first constraint specifies that each successfully completed execution of task A must eventually be followed by at least one successfully completed execution of task B, which is formally defined with the LTL formula 2(A c ⇒ 3B c ). The second constraint specifies that each successfully completed execution of task B must eventually be followed by at least one successfully completed execution of task A, which is formally defined by the LTL formula 2(B c ⇒ 3A c ). Note that DecSerFlow uses the notion of events related to execution of a task: scheduling, starting, completing, canceling, delegating, etc. For example, starting, canceling and completing the execution of some task T is denoted by T s , T x and T c , respectively. This increases the expressive power of the language.
The DecSerFlow language is supported by the DECLARE system, which enables modeling, verification and enactment of LTL-based models, e.g., Dec-SerFlow models. Note that this system cannot directly be used to enact web services. Instead it can be used for manual execution of declarative models, where the user manually executes each step in the process. DECLARE is an open source system and it can be downloaded from http://declare.sf.net.
Using LTL for formalization of constraints makes DecSerFlow a truly declarative process modeling language, which increases flexibility [1] needed for autonomous web services. On the one hand, procedural process models lack flexibility because they explicitly specify all possible executions (i.e., orderings of tasks). On the other hand, DecSerFlow models are more flexible because all possible executions are specified implicitly, as all executions that satisfy all constraints in the model. A finite representation of all possible executions is obtained from LTL specifications of DecSerFlow constraints: by means of generating an automata for LTL formulas. Algorithms for generating automata that represent exactly all traces that satisfy an LTL formula have been developed in the field of model checking [5] . Note that, in DecSerFlow, we do not use automata generated from LTL specifications of constraints for model checking in the sense of checking if the model satisfies certain properties. Instead, we use the generated automata for detecting errors caused by conflicting constraints, execution monitoring and ensuring deadlock-free execution of models of web services [11] . e1  e5  e4  e3  e2 e6 e7
(a) a standard LTL trace
(b) a DecSerFlow execution trace Typically, LTL and model checking techniques are used to verify properties of a given model. DecSerFlow uses LTL to define possible executions, as sequences of executed events. For example, one possible execution of the model shown in Figure 1 is executing (i.e., starting and completing) task C three times, which is specified as σ = C s , C c , C s , C c , C s , C c . There are two important differences between the 'standard' LTL and the LTL applied to DecSerFlow models, as is illustrated in Figure 2 .
The first difference between standard LTL and DecSerFlow LTL is the length of execution traces (i.e., words). On the one hand, standard LTL considers infinite traces, as shown in Figure 2 (a). On the other hand, Figure 2 (b) shows that the execution of process instances (e.g. a customer order or service request) eventually terminates. Hence, the infinite semantics of standard LTL [5] cannot be applied to DecSerFlow models. In order to apply LTL to finite traces, we adopt a simple and efficient approach originally proposed by Giannakopoulou et al. [7] .
The second difference between standard LTL and the DecSerFlow LTL is the semantics of elements in a trace. Standard LTL assumes that one element of the trace can refer to more than one proposition. For example, it is possible to monitor two properties: (P 1 ) the motor temperature is higher than 80 degrees and (P 2 ) the speed of the turbine is higher than 150 km/h. As Figure 2 (a) shows, each element of the trace could then refer to: (1) none of the two properties, i.e., neither P 1 nor P 2 hold, (2) only property P 1 holds, (3) only property P 2 holds, or (4) properties P 1 and P 2 both hold. In the case of execution traces of DecSerFlow models one proposition refers to one event, e.g., starting task C (C s ). Therefore, we may safely assume that only one proposition holds at one moment, i.e., each of the elements of the trace refers to exactly one event, as shown in Figure 2 
Due to these differences, using standard LTL and automata generation algorithm may cause errors when it comes to the verification, monitoring and deadlock-free execution of DecSerFlow models. In this paper we show how the semantics of standard LTL and the automata generation can be adjusted for declarative languages like DecSerFlow. Besides elimination of errors, the proposed adjustments improve the performance of the algorithm, both with respect to the size of the automata and the processing time. We will use the model shown in Figure 1 as a running example.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We start by describing how LTL and automata generated from LTL are used in DecSerFlow. In Section 3 we sketch how the finite trace semantics can be applied to LTL and generated automata, by using the approach described in [7] . Section 4 describes how the LTL semantics and the algorithm for generating automata must be changed in order to be applicable to sequences of single events. The results of experiments testing the performance of proposed changes are presented in Section 5. Finally, related work is discussed in Section 6 and Section 7 concludes the paper.
LTL and Automata for Finite Traces
DecSerFlow uses LTL for finite traces [7] to formally specify constraints. Just like in standard LTL, a well-formed LTL formula can use standard logical operators (!, ∧ and ∨) and several additional temporal operators:
(next), U (until), W (weak until), V (release), 2 (always) and 3 (eventually). The finite trace semantics is reflected in the way propositions and the until (U ) operator are defined: proposition is a finite sequence and the index i in the until (U ) has the upper bound n:
Definition 1 (LTL for finite traces [7] ). Given a finite set of atomic propositions P , every p ∈ P is a well-formed LTL formula. If Φ and Ψ are well-formed LTL formulas, then true, false, !Φ, Φ ∧ Ψ , Φ ∨ Ψ , 2Φ, 3Φ, Φ, ΦU Ψ , ΦV Ψ and ΦW Ψ are also well-formed LTL formulas. An interpretation of an LTL formula is a set of finite traces σ = σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . over 2 P (sets of propositions). We write σ i→ for the suffix of σ starting at position i, i.e., σ i→ = σ i , σ i+1 , . . .. The semantics of LTL is defined as follows:
Also, abbreviations are used:
DecSerFlow does not directly use LTL for constraint specification. Instead, constraints are created from constraint templates. Each template has a unique name and graphical representation and its semantics is formalized by an LTL formula. Although DecSerFlow has more than twenty constraint templates, new templates can be easily added to the language. Hence, any LTL formula can be used in DecSerFlow. For the detailed description of the full list of DecSerFlow templates we refer the reader to [11] .
A widely exploited property of LTL is the fact that for every LTL formula a finite state automaton (cf. Definition 2) can be generated, such that the language (i.e., all accepted traces) of this automaton exactly represents all traces that satisfy the formula. In the field of model-checking, various algorithms are proposed for generating automata from LTL formulas. Some examples of these algorithms can be found in [5, 8, 3, 4, 7] . In the remainder of this paper we use the algorithm for generating finite automata for finite traces presented in [7] . We will refer to this algorithm as to the BASIC algorithm.
Definition 2 (Finite automaton (FA)). Finite automaton FA is a five-tuple A, S, T, S 0 , S F such that A is the alphabet, S is the finite set of states, T ⊆ S × A × S it the transition relation, S 0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states, and S F ⊆ S is the set of accepting states. We say that: All algorithms (including the BASIC algorithm) are based on expanding a graph node into a set of nodes, which will eventually become states of the automaton [5, 8, 3, 4, 7] . Each node has several fields [5] . Field ID is a unique identification for the node; Field INCOMING contains the set of nodes that lead to this node; Field NEW contains the set of formulas that must hold in the current node but have not yet been processed, i.e., this node must make these formulas true; Field OLD contains the set of formulas that have already been processed; Field NEXT contains the set of formulas that must hold at all immediate successors of this node. The BASIC algorithm consists of several basic steps:
1. The original LTL formula is rewritten to a normal form. 2. A graph of nodes is created by the recursive method expand, which is briefly sketched in Algorithm 2.1. Formulas from the field NEW are processed one by one (line 14), by breaking down the formulas to the level of propositions. Formulas aU b, aV b and a∨b are broken down by creating two new nodes (following special rules) and expanding them further (lines 24-27) and formula a ∧ b by adding a and b to the field NEW and further expanding the current node (lines 29-31). While processing a literal f (lines 16-23), a conflict occurs and the current node is discarded if the field OLD of the current node already contains !f (lines 17 and 18). When there is no conflict, f is added to the field OLD and the current node is further expanded (lines 20 and 21). Expanding a specific node finishes when all formulas have been processed, i.e., the NEW field is empty (lines 2-12). If an equal node is already in the GRAPH, then this (equal) node is updated with data for the current node (lines 3-6). Otherwise, the current node is added to the GRAPH, a new node is created and expanded with the current NODE in the field INCOMING and all formulas from the field NEXT of the current node in the field NEW of the created node(lines 7-11). 3. A finite automaton is created in the following manner: (1) created nodes become states in the automaton, (2) automaton edges are defined by the INCOMING field, (3) labels on edges are defined by literals stored in the field OLD, and (4) finite acceptance of states is imposed, ensuring that an accepting node does not have any unprocessed until (U ) formulas in the NEXT field.
The procedure for creating a graph nodes in the BASIC algorithm is also part of standards algorithms [5, 8, 3, 4, 7] . The main difference is in the way acceptance of nodes (i.e., states) is determined in the last step. On the one hand, standard algorithms impose infinite acceptance ensuring that, whenever a node contains pU q, some successor node will contain q [5] . On the other hand, the BASIC algorithm imposes finite acceptance by ensuring that an accepting trace satisfies all required eventualities, i.e., the NEXT field does not contain any unprocessed until (U ) formulas [7] . end if 13: else 14:
f ⇐ getF ormula(N ODE.N EW ); {*get the next formula for processing*} 15: Figure 1 is a conjunction of formulas for the two response constraints, as shown in Figure 3 Automata generated from DecSerFlow models can be used for multiple purposes [1, 11] . For example, the model automaton and automata generated for each constraint can be used to monitor the state of a model instance (we refer to one execution of a model as to one instance of the model) and constraints during execution. This is done by checking if the trace satisfies the model, i.e., if the automaton accepts the trace. Naturally, when processing the instance state the model automaton is used, and when processing states of constraints automata generated from LTL specifications are used. Note that the generated automata are non-deterministic, and we say that an automaton accepts a trace if the trace can be 'replayed' on the automaton in such a way that an accepting state is reached [1] . Given the current execution trace of an instance, the instance or constraint state is determined as follows:
-If the trace is accepted by the automaton, then the instance/constraint is satisfied. -The instance/constraint is temporarily violated if the current trace is not accepted but it is a prefix of a trace accepted by the automaton. In other words, the instance/constraint is temporarily violated if the current trace can be 'replayed' on the automaton, but all possible replay scenarios lead to non-accepting state. -If the trace is neither accepted by the automaton nor it is a prefix of an accepted trace, then the instance/constraint is (permanently) violated. In other words, the instance/constraint is violated if the current trace can not be 'replayed' on the automaton at all.
In addition to state monitoring, the model automaton can be used to ensure a deadlock-free execution and to verify service models. On the one hand, if the service execution would be driven by the model automaton, deadlocks would be eliminated. On the other hand, we have developed a verification procedures that can detect two types of errors based on model automata. First, a dead task is a model task that can never be executed because its completion is never allowed by transition labels. Second, a model has a conflict if the generated automaton is empty, i.e., it has no states and its language is empty. The DECLARE system used the above described procedures for model verification, monitoring states of instances and constraints and ensuring the deadlock-free execution [11] .
Applying the Finite Traces Semantics
As explained in Section 1, an execution trace of a web service is a finite sequence, i.e., σ = p 1 , p 2 , . . . p n . Using automata generated for infinite traces can create problems if used for finite executions of DecSerFlow models.
Consider, for example, the situation when the DecSerFlow model shown in Figure 1 is executed by executing task A, i.e., the execution trace is
The model automaton shown in Figure 3 If the finite semantics of the until (U ) operator is assumed, trace σ given in (1) does not satisfy the model formula shown in Figure 3 (a). This is because event A c is not followed by event B c by the end of the trace (note that this is required by constraint response (A,B) ). Hence, trace σ does not satisfy the model shown in Figure 1 . However, as explained in Section 2, the model automaton shown in Figure 3 (b) suggests otherwise: trace σ satisfies the model because it brings the model automaton to the accepting state S 2 .
To avoid this type of errors, the algorithm for automata generation must be adjusted to finite traces, as described in [7] . The infinite semantics of LTL is S1 Ac /\ Bc Ac /\ Bc S0 -!Ac /\ !Bc - Fig. 4 . The BASIC F IN model automaton for model shown in Figure 1 reflected in the fact that i does not have an upper bound in the definition of the until (U ) operator: ∃ 1≤i : . . . (cf. Section 2). The manner in which the infinite acceptance is imposed in the standard algorithm is described in Section 2. As described in [7] , finite semantics must be reflected in the upper bound n of i in the until operator: σ ϕU ψ if and only if (∃ 1≤i≤n : (σ i q ∧ (∀ 1≤j<i : σ j p)). The main change in the algorithm is the way accepting conditions are imposed: a finite trace is accepting only if it satisfies all required eventualities (i.e., untils). Formulas that still need to be satisfied are stored in the field NEXT. Therefore, only if the NEXT field of a node does not contain any until (U ) formulas, the automaton state generated from this node is accepting [7] . In the remainder of this paper we will use BASIC F IN to denote the algorithm presented in [8] and modified for finite traces as described in [7] . We will refer to the automaton generated by the BASIC F IN algorithm as to the BASIC F IN automaton. Figure 4 shows the BASIC F IN automaton generated for the model formula given in Figure 3 
Applying the 'Single Event' Semantics
In standard LTL, traces are defined over 2 P , which means that σ is a sequence of sets of propositions (∀ 1≤ i : σ i ⊆ P ). Hence, each element σ i of a trace is a set of atomic propositions. The fact that one element of a trace can refer to multiple properties in standard LTL is semantically expressed in the way the proposition is defined: σ p if and only if p ∈ σ 1 (cf. Section 2). As explained in Section 1, execution trace of a web service is a sequence of single events/propositions: ∀ 1≤i≤n : σ i ∈ P . In order to adjust the semantics of LTL to traces where each element refers to exactly one event, i.e. proposition, we must check if the proposition is the first element of the trace: σ p if and only if p = σ 1 .
Automata that consider traces containing sets of propositions can create problems in DecSerFlow. For example, consider the BASIC F IN model automaton shown in Figure 4 and an instance of the model (cf. Figure 1 on page 2) with the execution trace σ given in (1) . As explained in Section 3, this automaton suggests that the instance is not satisfied because trace σ brings the automaton to the non-accepting state S 1 . Moreover, because an accepting state is reachable (i.e., Algorithm 4.1 Detecting a contradiction in the 'single events' algorithm 1: function expand(NODE, GRAPH) 2: . . . accepting state S 0 is reachable from S 1 via transition A c ∧ B c ), this automaton suggests that the instance is only temporarily violated. However, because events are triggered one by one, transition A c ∧ B c can never be taken. Hence, the state of this instance is actually permanently violated because an accepting state can no longer be reached.
In order to eliminate this error, we must adjust the algorithm to consider sequences of single events in the following way. The most important change is strengthening the contradiction test in Algorithm 2.1 (lines 16-18). As described in Section 2, literals that belong to the field OLD will become labels on the transitions in the generated automaton. Therefore, if the processed formula f is a literal, contradiction occurs and the current node is discarded if negation of f (!f ) is already in the field OLD (lines 13 and 14). Algorithm 4.1 shows how contradiction requirements must be strengthened in order to reflect the single event property. The additional requirement is: if we are processing a proposition f and another proposition l = f is already in the field OLD, then this is also a contradiction (line 3). Further, the handling of contradictions and regular situations stays the same: the current node is discarded when a contradiction is detected. Otherwise, further expansion of the current node in the graph is continued.
In addition to strengthening the contradiction requirement, labels on transitions can be displayed in a more concise way. If a label contains one positive proposition and an arbitrary number of negative proposition (e.g., A c ∧!B c ∧!C c ), it can be replaced by a shorter label containing only the positive proposition (e.g., A c ). This is because the latter is implied by the former. Note that making labels shorter is not necessary from the semantical and correctness perspective, but it significantly improves the readability. Figure 5 shows the BASIC F IN SE automata generated for the model formula given in Figure 3(a) . This automaton correctly indicates that an instance with trace σ is permanently violated because σ is neither accepted by the automaton, nor it is a prefix of a trace accepted by this automaton. Moreover, tasks A and B can never be executed (i.e., these are dead tasks) because the language of this automaton does not accept traces that contain A c or B c . This is because, as soon as either A or B would be executed, no finite execution would be able to satisfy both response constraints from the model shown in Figure 1 . 
Correctness Arguments
In this section we give a brief discussion of the correctness of the single event Algorithm 4.1 BASIC F IN SE . Algorithm 2.1, BASIC F IN , can also be used to generate automata that accept only single-event traces satisfying a given model formula F . To this end we need to add a restrictive conjunct to F . Thus, to rule out all multiple-event traces, we run BASIC F IN on the formula R ∧ F , where a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ∈ P are the events that appear in F , and R = 2 i,j !(a i ∧ a j ) where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n and i = j.
For the correctness of the standard algorithm BASIC F IN we rely on [5, 8] . Hence, we can establish the correctness of the single-event algorithm BASIC F IN SE by showing the following: for each run R 2 of the algorithm BASIC F IN SE applied to a given model formula F , there exists a run R 1 of algorithm BASIC F IN applied to the formula R ∧ F , such that the automata produced by R 2 and R 1 are equivalent, i.e., they accept the same language. Moreover, to each state of the automaton generated by BASIC F IN SE there corresponds an equivalence class of states in the automaton generated by BASIC F IN .
To show this, we construct a run R 1 of algorithm BASIC F IN as we trace the run R 2 of algorithm BASIC F IN SE . In BASIC F IN SE run R 2 is applied to F ′ , which is the normal form of F . Run R 1 simulates R 2 in a "stuttering" manner, i.e., multiple steps of R 1 can correspond to a single step of R 2 . Algorithm BASIC F IN is actually applied on the normal form of R∧F , where F is rewritten to its normal form F ′ an R is rewritten into R ′ = false V i,j (!a i ∨!a j ) such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n and i = j. In R 1 we process R ′ before F ′ . It is straightforward to check that a sequence of node transformations as a result of the processing of R ′ in R 1 leads to insertion of n − 1 literals of the form !a i in the field OLD of each generated node [5] . This ensures that at most one positive proposition a k can be added to the OLD field of each node, such that !a k / ∈ OLD. Adding the second positive proposition a l (l = k) will automatically invoke a contradiction in the original sense because the OLD filed already contains the negation !a l .
At each point one can prove that the following invariant holds for the parallel execution of R 1 and R 2 . Let run R 2 discard its current node n 2 , because field OLD contains proposition l (lines 4-5 in BASIC F IN SE ) different from the currently processed formula/proposition f . Then field OLD of node n 1 , currently considered by run R 1 , contains !f . As a consequence, R 1 also discards the node (because of contradiction) and in this way rules out a possible multiple event transition in the automaton.
Besides that, one can show that for each action by R 1 that adds a new node n 1 to the set of nodes (lines 7-11 in BASIC F IN ), there exists an action of R 2 that adds a corresponding node n 2 . Both n 1 and n 2 contain in OLD only one literal without negation and this literal is the same in both nodes. Nodes n 1 and n 2 will be transformed into equivalent states in the resulting automata. Vice versa, each node added by R 2 corresponds to an equivalent node added by R 1 .
Experiments
We performed experiments to measure the effects of the 'single events' adjustments on the performance of the BASIC F IN SE algorithm compared to the BASIC F IN algorithm. We run BASIC F IN with LTL formulas which were conjoined with a corresponding restrictive conjunct R, as introduced in Section 4.1 above, i.e., R = 2 i,j !(a i ∧ a j ) where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n and i = j. Using such modified formulas can be seen as a high-level implementation of the single event restriction, i.e., without modification of the algorithm BASIC F IN and its implementation.
We used the testing method based on randomly generated LTL formulas presented in [3, 8] . Each test set consists of F randomly generated LTL formulas of length L with N propositional variables. Temporal operators U and V are generated with the probability P. A formula of length L is generated in the following way: L = 1 Randomly generate a propositional variable using a uniform distribution. L = 2 Randomly generate a unary operator from the set {!, }. Apply the generated unary operator to a random formula of L = 1. L > 2 Randomly generate an operator from the set {!, , ∨, ∧, U, V }. The probability to generate either U or V is P 2 and 1−P 4 to generate the other operators. If the chosen operator is unary, it is applied to a random formula of L = 1. If the chosen operator is binary, it is applied to two random formulas: one of length S and the other of length L − S − 1. S is generated randomly using a uniform distribution between 1 and L − 2 inclusive.
We performed tests on ten sets containing F = 100 randomly generated formulas of varying lengths with 5 propositional variables (N = 5) and the probability of 1 2 to select operators U and V . In each test set, formulas had different lengths: L ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50}. As mentioned above, for each formula f , we apply directly BASIC F IN SE to f , whilst BASIC F IN is applied to the f extended with its corresponding restricting conjunct to ensure the single event semantics.
When evaluating algorithms for generating automata from LTL formulas, it is a common practice to consider the size of the automaton (i.e., number of states and transitions) and the total time needed to generate the automaton [3, 8] . In addition to measuring the automata size and processing time, we have measured the number of times the procedure for expanding a node was invoked. This is because strengthening the contradiction requirements with the single event property causes the algorithm to abandon more expansion paths in the graph. Hence, the expand procedure is typically invoked fewer times. Figure 6 shows that effects become more significant as the length of the formula increases up to the values L = 25. With further increase of the formula length, it seems that the effect begins to stabilize.
Each improvement of the performance with the BASIC F IN SE algorithm is important for enactment of declarative models. This is because the model formula of a DecSerFlow model is generated as a conjunction of all constraints and, hence, it can be much longer than typical formulas used in model checking.
If L(f ) denotes length of LTL formula f , then the length of model formula F = c 1 ∧ c 2 ∧ . . . ∧ c n of a DecSerFlow model with n constraints specified with LTL formulas c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n is L(F ) = n−1+ n i=1 L(c i ). For example, the length of model formula F (cf. Figure 3(a) ) is L(F ) = 2 − 1 + 2 i=1 5 = 11, because the length of each response constraint in the model shown in Figure 1 is L(c) = 5.
Related Work
In our previous work, we have proposed using DecSerFlow for declarative specification of web service processes [1] . The SCIFF language is another declarative language [2] , which is based on abductive logic programming. While DecSerFlow and SCIFF are similar with respect to their declarative approach to process modeling, both languages have some specific advantages. SCIFF has more expressive power and is more efficient while checking constraints on executed traces (i.e., a posteriori) [11] . However, SCIFF cannot ensure a deadlock-free execution at run-time. Moreover, the adjustments proposed in this paper enable detection of more sophisticated model errors and improves efficiency.
DecSerFlow uses LTL for formal specification of constraints and automata generated from LTL formulas for retrieving the final representation of all possible model executions as all executions that satisfy model constraints. LTL is extensively used in the field of model checking and algorithms for automata generation from LTL formulas based on [5] are proposed in this field. Moreover, improving the performance of these algorithms is an important topic in the field [3, 8, 4] . While these approaches improve the performance of the original algorithm, which works with the standard LTL, changes proposed in this paper improve the performance by limiting the LTL to sequences of single events.
The problem of applying finite traces semantics to standard LTL has been addressed by other researchers. Approach presented in [10] considers only safety properties and generating finite-trace automata for monitoring running programs. Adjustments of the algorithm for automata generation to finite traces is given in [7] . We use this approach because it does not limit the expressiveness of DecSerFlow [7] .
Standard LTL considers properties, rather than events, which means that zero or more properties can hold at any point of time. Methods for model checking for event-based systems use several approaches to LTL for sequences of single events. In [12] , an approach is proposed for specifying events indirectly in terms of edges. Edges do not relate directly to occurrence of event, but capture changes of truth/false values of atomic propositions. The Tracta model-checking approach [6] for analysis of concurrent systems uses the special kind of LTL for sequences of single actions: Action Linear Temporal Logic (ALTL). However, this approach uses the Büchi automata following the standard automata-theoretic approach to verification and focuses on solving issues related to hierarchical systems using the Compositional Reachability Analysis (CRA) [6] . ALTL is extended for fluent model checking in [9] . Here, instead of using each event occurrence, time intervals between action initiation and termination are considered. A special model checking procedure is proposed for fluent actions. This procedure uses Büchi automata, but avoids the need for using the synchronous product operation [9] .
Conclusions
Using standard LTL and Büchi automata for enacting DecSerFlow models can cause errors and inefficiencies. This is because of two important differences between the standard model checking problem and the execution processes based on a declarative language like DecSerFlow. This paper describes how the standard LTL and algorithm for automata generation can be adapted in order to fit two special properties of DecSerFlow. Both the adjustments for finite traces described by Giannakopoulou et al. in [7] , and the adjustments for sequences for single events described in Section 4 must be used in order to avoid errors. Because automata are generated for the DecSerFlow model formula (which is a conjunction of formulas for all constraints), the performance of the algorithm becomes a potential bottle neck. For the special class of problems where properties hold one at a time, results of our experiments show that the proposed adjustments also significantly decrease the processing time and size of automata. Processing times are reduced for more than one order of magnitude. Since the enactment of declarative languages like DecSerFlowrequires the repeated execution of this procedure (each time some activity is started or completed), this is highly relevant.
